Mountain Goat
September 16-26, 2010
Psalm 76:4 “You are resplendent with light,
more majestic than mountains rich with game.”

Despite having been born and raised in Alaska and having hunted there for decades, for
various reasons I never got around to hunting mountain goats; mainly concentrating on
Dall sheep and Sitka black-tailed deer.
This year I drew a goat tag for a unit near my parent’s and sister’s homes, so a different
species was on the menu and I anticipated a fresh pursuit in new territory.
By Alaskan rules, non-residents must be accompanied by either a guide or direct family
member when hunting Dall sheep, mountain goats or grizzly/brown bears. I’m blessed
that my parents, sister, and her family reside in Alaska, so I avoid the high price of a
guide and gain family bonding time during our outdoor adventures!
Ever since I was a youngster, my dad has owned a bush plane. With decades behind
the stick, he’s an accomplished bush pilot. As the saying goes “there are old bush pilots
and bold bush pilots, but no old, bold bush pilots”. At 71 my dad would fall into the old
bush pilot category as he knows the capability of his plane and doesn’t take undue risks.
But don’t let the old pilot fool you; he can still keep up with us spring chickens when it
comes to hiking, and he still has a few tricks up his sleeve, as revealed in my story.
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Dad approaching landing strip, with rich fall colors on the mountains in the background
To date, my sole goat hunt had been with my dad on my first big game outing at only 8years old. Although some details are a little hazy in my mind, other highlights of that
adventure remain crystal clear even today. In addition to getting a goat, that adventure
set in motion a series of events that helped shape my entire life.
On that trip, my dad had to wear chest waders to wade across a rushing river to access
the mountains from our landing strip. As he negotiated the swift current with me on his
shoulders, he commented that if we were to continue things like this we better make
sure I learned how to swim. Upon returning home I promptly joined the newly-formed
local swim team. I ended up sticking with it through college, where I received a
swimming scholarship and met my wife Laurie, also on the swim team. My sister
followed my footsteps and she too received a swimming scholarship and met her
husband at college; looking back it’s amazing how the Lord used that hunting trip long
ago to shape both of our lives.
Anyway, this spring when I discovered that I’d drawn a goat tag, our family began
planning the fall adventure. I had not drawn any fall tags in my home state of New
Mexico, so I focused on this goat hunt and allocated precious vacation time accordingly.
The unit I drew allowed Alaskan residents to obtain goat tags without going through a
drawing, and over the counter moose and black bear seasons also coincided with the
hunt. Alaskan rules allow nonresidents to hunt species of ‘equal or lower value’, so I
purchased a more-expensive moose tag, which allowed me to legally hunt moose, goat
and black bear (only one animal could be taken). This process provided a lot of flexibility
in which game we pursued, dependent on what we might see/encounter in the field.
Since my hunt unit was relatively close to the airport where my dad parks his plane, he
was able to make a few scouting flights during the summer; however, his efforts were
hampered by an abnormally wet, rainy, cloudy, foggy summer.
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Our family visited Alaska in July, specifically scheduled to provide lots of family time
devoid of hunting conflicts, and on that trip my dad and I took advantage of some
fantastic weather one evening, with a scouting flight from ~8-11PM (it stays light quite a
bit later during the Alaskan summer months), on which we spotted enough goats to whet
my appetite for the fall season, plus a few sheep, moose, and several black bears.

Photo over my dad’s shoulder from the back seat of the plane
Upon returning home, I booked a flight for Sept 9-19. I optimistically practiced with my
bow all summer, should conditions appear realistic for stalking within archery range of a
goat, although the season was for ‘any weapon’ and I could use my dad’s rifle.
On Sept 8 I packed all my gear in preparation for a 2:30PM departure on the 9th. As I
ate lunch with Laurie before heading for the airport, I pulled out my itinerary to doublecheck the exact departure time…and read 1:05PM (it was now 1:10PM)!!!!! Aye
caramba - I had missed my flight! Somehow between being busy with work and life in
general, I had mistakenly made note of a departure time that corresponded to the actual
Denver arrival time for the first leg of my journey to Alaska. Reading that schedule was
a nightmarish ‘this can’t be happening’ moment. Thankfully, despite a lot of stress,
frantic phone calls and hassle, I was able to re-book the trip for exactly a week later, with
a not-too-ridiculous airline penalty fee. Weather conditions the week I was supposed to
be in Alaska were picture perfect, so I prayed that my mistake hadn’t squandered away
the good weather.
After double, triple and even quadruple-checking my revised itinerary I arrived in Alaska
on the 16th without mishap and found the good weather to be holding - praise God! With
most hunting opportunities hinging on the ability to fly out by bush plane, decent weather
was imperative for both the outbound and return flights.
For our first assault, both my dad and sister elected to accompany me, making for a
unique family adventure that we hadn’t been able to do very frequently due to busy
schedules and the inability to fit a lot of gear and people in my dad’s plane at one time
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(which often results in the complex logistics that lower-48 hunters simply can’t imagine;
including making multiple flights, ferrying additional gas to remote areas, etc.)

There isn’t exactly a lot of room in the 2-seater back seat of my dad’s plane, but we
made it work

Dad’s plane with some typical steep terrain in the background. As in interesting side
note, his plane incorporates an after market belly pod for storage of extra gear, and
many years ago I actually drew up the CAD drawings for the pod designer to submit to
the Federal Aviation Administration for its permitting for use on aircraft.
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When we reached the hunting unit we flew over some of the areas where we had seen
goats previously to gain real-time recon on the goats’ location, and which might be
accessible, as they are notorious for hanging out in precarious terrain. During our flight
we spotted a few black bears and a couple of bull moose with a cow, then some other
good-sized bulls. In this area moose either need to be immature bulls with only spike or
forked antlers, or larger bulls with either at least 3-brow tines on one side of their antlers
or total antler width of 50-inches (just over 4-feet!) Despite our family having lived and
hunted in Alaska for over 40-years, none of us has ever taken a big bull moose, so with
the possibility of big antlers and hundreds of pounds of delicious meat, we shifted gears
and planned to pursue moose.
As is typical with most western states, in the interest of fair chase, hunters must wait
until the next day after flying before they can hunt (i.e. one can’t spot game from the air,
land and immediately shoot it).
We landed, pitched our Spartan camp and began glassing the hillside for moose.
Shortly after dinner I spotted a bull and cow, so we went to sleep buoyed with the hope
of heading up after him in the morning. It was “only” about a mile from camp, although
sharply uphill. We also glassed three black bears feeding on berries high above treeline.

More breathtaking scenery
The next morning our first order of business was to ford a glacial stream prior to
beginning our ascent. We have a set of wader socks that can be worn inside the outer
plastic shell of Koflac mountaineering/hunting boots. Sometimes we toss them back
across a stream for the next person to cross, but on this hunt my dad had not worn his
plastic boots (remember those tricks I mentioned earlier?!); thus I was nominated to ferry
both he and my sister across the relatively narrow channel. Unfortunately, one sock
leaked and neither could be fully trusted, so I removed my socks and rolled up my pants
legs before slipping into the wader socks. The shock of easing into the glacial-fed
stream was literally numbing! My foot and leg in the leaky sock felt like icy needles,
while the dry leg, protected by only a thin layer of rubberized nylon, simply felt like
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needles. Nevertheless, I got them and our gear across the stream in 3-trips, and then
aired out my wet foot before shoving the numb appendages into my hiking boots. As I
stumbling up the hill, I warmed up quickly.
As we began our climb, it quickly became apparent that from the air everything looked
easy; while from the ground the majority of our uphill battle would consist of thick alders
and devil’s club (prickly Alaskan plant – like an overgrown rose bush with thorns even on
the leaves). At times we were forced to crawl, the brush was so thick! The bushes
hammered my bow slung over my back: some of my sight pin fibers got pulled out, and
the cams got packed with twigs and leaves. I worried that it would not be shootable by
the time we reached the moose. Assuming we could even find them, given the thick 810 foot tall alder, willow and mountain ash brush blanketing the hillside.
Eventually we reached a bench that provided an uphill vantage and we spotted one cow
moose, but to reach the area another hour of bushwhacking lie before us. When we
arrived, we encountered more jungle and very limited sight distance. We did discover a
lot of moose sign, including several scrape pits made by rutting bulls. We also stumbled
across a small muddy pond lined by fresh moose tracks; however, since all of our
camping gear and food was on the valley floor at the plane, we did not have the luxury of
time to wait in ambush for a thirsty moose. Given that it had taken over 5-hours of brutal
bushwhacking to reach the area, hiking back and forth from base camp on a daily basis
would be impossible, not to mention packing meat and horns down through the tangle.
But we’ve already begun scheming for ways to reach this seemingly moose-rich area
next year…

Secluded moose wallow: next year’s adventure, perhaps?
Since it was already late in the day, we looped toward camp in an attempt to locate high
points from which we might be able to spot moose. However, plagued by thick brush,
we did not see anything, so with only 2-hours before dark, we reluctantly steered
downhill toward base camp.
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At one point we emerged from the tangle onto a steep slope that offered a view into a
small meadow below, where we spotted a cow moose with a bull in tow! Although still
over 800-yards away, they provided ample incentive to keep plowing downhill. We
ultimately had difficulty relocating the clearing and although we eventually glimpsed the
moose, we were unable to capitalize and put any meat in the freezer.
We literally broke out of the brush at the flats as it became too dark to proceed without
flashlights. We quickly located the stashed wader socks and I prepared for the ferry
repeat across the stream; however, as is often typical, the warmth of the day had melted
more glacial ice and the narrow stream was now deeper and had overflowed to create a
100-yards of quicksand with 6-8-inches of standing water on saturated glacial silt.
Needless to say, it was a little tougher carrying dad and Jill the longer distance while my
feet sunk into the muck at every step! I stumbled once when neither foot pulled out of
the mud and both hiking poles sank; I fell to my knees and my dad was forced to hop
around and try to keep his feet dry until I could extricate myself and let him jump back
on, but we made it. After a late night dinner, we hit the sack about 11PM; worn out.
The next morning, we called for moose from a knob that provided views of some in the
brush, hopeful that a bull would reveal himself. By mid afternoon, with no action, we
decided to make a scouting flight and formulate a plan for the following day. The flight
didn’t reveal any moose or reasonably accessible goats, so we zipped home to recover
and regroup.
Two days later we returned for a second attempt and our midday scouting flight turned
up some reasonably approachable goats. For this venture, we decided my sister and I
would go together, freeing up my dad to help mum watch over the kids. As my dad lifted
off for home, we were a little sad to see him go, but also enthusiastic and refreshed with
our new plan of attack.

Dad only needs ~150-yards to get his plane airborne, so long as it’s not loaded heavy
Given how brutal the brush had been on my bow on our previous attempt, and the reality
that we had a minimum 7-mile round trip in steep terrain ahead of us, I left my bow
behind and carried one rifle between us to reduce weight. We knew that the weight of a
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goat’s meat and hide would be substantial, and when added to our bivy gear, rain gear,
and cold weather clothing, we had to minimize weight wherever possible, while
maximizing the opportunity to put meat in the freezer. Due to the remoteness and the
steep terrain that goats inhabit, I would not have the luxury of spending multiple days
stalking goats with my bow in an attempt to get within archery range. Heck, even getting
a goat with a rifle is no easy feat.

The start of our 3.5-mile trek toward the closest flock of goats
Our plan was to pack a spike camp partway toward the nearest goats and then make an
unencumbered sortie to where we had seen them. Partway toward our spike camp goal,
we glassed a good bull moose ahead and visions of moose meat were back!
As we left the flats, we were again forced to bushwhack. We did our best to keep to
moose trails, but even these were not easy to negotiate, as the tall moose can easily
step over tangles that exasperated our attempts to slither through. Still, we made decent
progress toward our intended campsite.
Yet an hour or so away from our goal for the day, we broke out of the brush to a fine
view of a big bull moose at about 100-yards! Fortunately for him, this was the same day
we had flown, and despite not having seen him from the air, we could not legally do
anything but snap photos. As we watched, he bedded down, and since it was already
early evening, we thought it likely that he would stay put for the night. We circled back to
the top of a nearby knob, and thankfully found a large enough flat spot to pitch the tent in
the heart of some brush. Our location would keep our scent and noise away from the
bull, as well as hide us from his sight.
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Shooter bull, but same day we’d flown 
With our camp tucked in the brush, we were still afforded with a good view of the bull’s
bedding area from a vantage point just a dozen yards from the tent. We ate sandwiches
for dinner to avoid the use of our cook stove and minimize noise. But alas, just before it
became too dark to see, the bull stood up and nonchalantly pressed away from us into
the brush.
We hoped he would stay in the area until morning and tucked in for the night. The next
morning I called off and on for about 30-minutes while we glassed the area for a glimpse
of the bull. Jill finally spotted a cow, then a second cow, in a small clearing about ½-mile
away, but despite scouring the area with binoculars and spotting scope, we did not see
any sign of the bull. Already burning valuable daylight, we pushed uphill in search of
goats, hopeful to relocate the bull on our way back down the mountain later.
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Camp tucked in the brush in hopes the shooter bull would hang around until morning
We spent most of the morning pushing through brush and finally broke out of the tall
brush about noon, when it became apparent that the moose trails had turned into goat
trails; shed goat hair clung to branches and it tilted noticeably upward!

Shed goat hair snagged in branches along the trail
Our view revealed some really steep terrain, and my sister whispered a prayer for God
to present a goat in an approachable location, as she was apprehensive about
negotiating the dangerous rocky cliffs.
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Steep cliffs adjacent to (still steep) grassy slopes
The views were breathtaking, but much of the terrain was unforgiving. Shooting a goat
might be doable, but retrieving one from much of the steep landscape might prove
impossible without ropes, which we neither had nor wanted to have to use.

Beautiful glacier – what you can’t see is a vertical rocky drop off between the relatively
gentle grassy area and the glacier below
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Even the green areas aren’t exactly flat…
As we climbed, we continually stopped to scan for goats. We were blessed with mild,
sunny weather, and in fact it was almost hot as we ascended the steep slope. Still,
knowing Alaska intimately, we included rain gear and insulating layers in our backpacks.
We saw one black bear high above, but agreed that we didn’t want to work that hard for
a bear, as they are not known as the best table fare.

Jill glassing one of the many white rocks that looked like goats
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As we continued up, we began to see fresh goat tracks and bare bedding areas in the
dirt. I whispered to Jill that we should move slowly and keep our eyes peeled, as they
could be anywhere. She whispered back that if we found a lone goat I should shoot, but
if we saw more than one I should shoot first, and then pass her the rifle so she could
attempt to fill her own tag.
I led and as I eased my head over a small hump I spotted a goat feeding on a nearby
grassy slope. Jill’s prayer had been answered, as it was far from any dangerous cliffs! I
hissed to Jill to move up to me slowly to assess things.
It appeared to be alone and a dip between us and the next rock outcrop would allow us
to close the distance to very comfortable rifle range. I’m a big fan of being as close as
feasible no matter what weapon I’m hunting with, and since conditions were perfect, we
crawled ahead onto a low mound to shoot from a stable prone position.

Perfectly positioned for a clean shot at our calm, unaware quarry. Despite being
covered with 4” long hair, it is readily apparent how stocky and heavily muscled goats
are – all the more reason to attain a high-percentage broadside shot at close range.
We both slipped earplugs in and nodded to Jill that I was going to shoot. The shot felt
good and the goat reacted as if he was hit. He took a couple of steps and I promptly
shot again when he stopped. At the second shot he sprinted downhill toward a rugged
drop off. I desperately wanted to anchor him before he hurtled over the edge, as dying
goats are wont to do. Despite two lethal hits, he was still on his feet; goats do not have
a reputation for being tough for nothing. I sprinted to where I could see him tearing
down the very goat trail we had just climbed up. As he paused broadside I shot again
and he tumbled…and began rolling head over heels toward the 50-foot cliff, with only
sparse alders to arrest his careening descent!
Jill prayed aloud “Lord, please let those bushes stop the goat”. It was somewhat ironic
that just hours ago we wished the bushes were easier to push through as we struggled
upward, infuriated at how resilient and strong they were, yet now we prayed that they
would be tough enough to arrest a tumbling 300+ pound body short of a certain freefall!
Thankfully, the goat stopped rolling at the first patch of bushes and we breathed a sigh
of relief. The real work would soon begin!
However, before diving into the task of butchering, we took a quick peek into some
adjacent basins in hopes that we could pull a “double”. I hadn’t quite figured out how we
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would haul two of these brutes off the mountain, but it was certain to require multiple
trips; however, I decided to cross that bridge when we came to it. Unfortunately (or is
that fortunately?!) we were unable to locate any other goats and decided to get back to
the chore at hand in hopes of reaching spike camp before dark.
Goats are difficult to judge on the hoof; they have relatively short horns and there is little
difference between ‘small’ and ‘huge’. Although I do not consider myself a trophy hunter
by any means, my Billy had 9” long horns, a base circumference of 5” and was
estimated to be 6.5 years old derived from growth rings on his horns: certainly a mature
animal and a solid trophy in anyone’s book.

What a beast!
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Note the many bugs flying in the background. They were our nemesis throughout the
hour-long butchering process…
We worked together in removing the hide, which I will have tanned into a rug for my
daughter Robin, and reducing the big animal into bags of lean meat to be made into
burger, steaks, roast and stew meat. We left all the bones behind in an attempt to keep
our pack weights somewhat reasonable. As hinted in the above photo, the small flies
were horrific. Although they didn’t bite often, they swarmed into our eyes, ears, nose
and mouth. The butchering process went something like this: cut, slice, wipe bugs off
nose, shake head to get bug out of ear, blink to sweep fly out of eye, cut, slice, repeat…
On more than one occasion I had to step back feeling nearly insane with flies in both
ears, my nose and one eye…simultaneously! We finished the chore and loaded the
meat bags into our packs and I strapped the horns and hide to the back of mine. While
heavy, our loads were manageable, given that our route was almost all downhill; the
pain of one heavy load was much better than a second trip uphill for another load.
We lost our path a few times on the way downhill and even had to drop our packs and
seek out a passable route while unencumbered, then re-shoulder our gear and keep
plugging along. Just before dark, we finally made out our spike camp below, but lost the
trail again. With our goal in sight, I simply put my head down and plowed through the
brush with my sister in tow. With thanksgiving, we dropped our heavy burdens in an
open area away from camp where we could keep an eye/ear on them during the night in
case a bear came sniffing around. Then we enjoyed freeze dried stew under a crystal
clear sky while a beautiful full moon peeked over the mountains to the east.
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Needless to say, we slept soundly, although in the morning neither of us was too tired to
keep a watchful eye for that elusive bull moose, which would have necessitated many,
many more pack loads.
We never did see that bull, and began our first trip to the strip where Dad would pick us
up. A year prior I purchased a SPOT satellite unit, which can broadcast check-in marks
to everyone included on the email setup page. By transmitting our coordinates back
home, Dad could track our location and anticipate when we would be ready for a lift.
As we pushed toward the strip, we heard a familiar sounding plane and sure enough, it
was Dad flying over. We were surprised he was flying so early, as our SPOT checks
would have clearly indicated we were still many hours from needing a ride. Despite our
attempts at waiving and the blaze orange panels on the back of our packs, he did not
see us. He did find our still-standing spike camp and made a couple of low passes over
it and then flew away, but we were far below him at that point. Unbeknownst to us, he
dropped a note that read “high winds predicted later this evening; I need to pick you up
by 5PM”. Although he insists that the note wrapped in fluorescent survey ribbon landed
within 20-feet of camp, I never saw it when I retrieved the goat cape and camp gear on
the second load. Meanwhile Jill scribbled a note and left it on a rock at the air strip,
which said we were retrieving our second load and would be ready for a ride later that
day. Dad missed that note when he came back about 2PM!
Despite best laid plans (notes) that went awry, we arrived at the strip about 5PM and
met dad. He had to take us out in two trips, with the added goat meat and hide, but we
made it home that night. As predicted, winds gusted to 70mph the next day in our hunt
area (for comparison, dad’s plane lifts off at 35mph and cruises at 95mph!) In fact the
weather remained so windy it may well have beeen impossible for dad to return for us
before my jet left for home…which would have been very awkward had I missed a
second flight in one trip LOL.

First load ready to head for home. I napped on the strip and prayed the weather would
hold until my dad returned. The alternative would have meant overnighting in my
sleeping bag without a tent or food…yeah, hunting in Alaska is ‘different’.
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During my remaining days, we poked around for moose in some areas we could reach
without flying, and I spent time with my family; helping pull carrots from the garden,
repairing things around my parents house, playing cards, tennis and cribbage with my
niece and nephews, and filling up on strawberry shortcake, chocolate chip cookies, and
other delicious cookery whipped up by my mom and sister.
Despite a summer of poor weather, conditions for this trip were phenomenal and added
a lot of family memories were added. Even without a goat the trip would have been a
stellar success; the goat was icing on the cake!
Until next time, God Bless.
Carl
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